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The Impact of the Russian Financial Crisis

on the Efficiency of Russian Banks
Shigeki Ono

This article looks into the efficiency of large Russian banks. In

this analysis we employ data envelopment analysis. The character-

istics of this approach enable us to investigate the efficiency without

specifying assumptions on the form of the production function and to

easily implement the analysis using multiple outputs. We measure

technical and scale efficiency scores, and analyze reasons of ineffi-

ciency for each bank. Furthermore, we classify banks into six cate-

gories and discuss the characteristics of each category. Finally, using

regression analysis, we discuss the correlation of technical efficiency

scores with the ratio of income and expense items to the total income,

and analyze the influence of the Russian financial crisis on the effi-

ciency of banks.

JEL Classification Numbers: C１４，G２１，P２９

Key Words: Financial Crisis, Russian Banking, Efficiency Measure-

ment, Data Envelopment Analysis（DEA）

1. Introduction
After the collapse of the Soviet Union, many Russian banks gained profits

through revaluation of foreign currencies, and speculative operations, which
increased their assets sharply. However, the Russian financial crisis in１９９８
led some large banks into bankruptcy.１） The situation before the Russian fi-
nancial crisis is analyzed in detail in Dmitriev et al．（１９９６），OECD（１９９７），Ma-
tovnikov et al．（１９９８），CBR（１９９８a）and BEA（１９９８）．We can list as research,
that features the banking system before and after the Russian financial crisis,
Astapovich et al．（１９９９），CBR（１９９９），BEA（１９９９），CBR（２０００），BEA（２０００），
Tompson（２０００），CBR（２００１），Lane（２００３）and Mizobata（２００３）．These reports
are quite useful in order to realize the development of the systemic risk and
consequences in the Russian banking sector. However, time-series changes in
the activities of particular banks remained unclear. Though Lane and Lavren-
tieva（２００３）picked three major banks, analyzing their activities before and af-
ter the financial crisis, this research does not provide us with a comparative
viewpoint of these banks.

In order to analyze the influence of the Russian financial crisis and time-
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series changes of Russian banking activities we seek to estimate the efficiency
of the twenty largest Russian banks from the aspect of their income and ex-
pense situation from１９９７ to２０００．We limited the objects for analysis to the
twenty largest banks because they give us the general picture of the Russian
banking system, taking into account their influence on the Russian economy.２）

Furthermore, data regarding the detailed financial statement are more lim-
ited as the size of banks becomes smaller. In this paper we will measure the
overall technical efficiency score, the pure technical efficiency score and the
scale efficiency score, using the data envelopment analysis（DEA）,３）and dis-
cuss whether inefficiency is due to waste of inputs or scale inefficiency. Here,
the overall technical efficiency score is calculated under the assumption of con-
stant returns to scale while the pure technical efficiency score is calculated un-
der the assumption of variable returns to scale. The scale efficiency score is
calculated as the ratio of overall technical efficiency to pure technical effi-
ciency, this ratio reveals whether a decision making unit（DMU）is operating
at the efficient scale or not. Furthermore, we classify banks into six categories
and look into characteristics of each category in aspects of banking activities
and efficiency scores. Finally, we analyze correlation of technical efficiency
scores with the ratio of income and expense items to the total income, and with
the ratio to the total asset of liabilities to nonresidents and capital-asset ratio,
using regression analysis. In this paper we utilize data from the financial
statement, including balance sheet, profit and loss statement, share prospec-
tus, quarterly securities statement and annual reports, which are obtained
from the website of the Central Bank of Russia.

In order to estimate the efficiency of DMU by DEA we have to derive the
locus of efficient production plans, or the frontier, and then measure the dis-
tance between the frontier and the point calculated by some observed inputs
and outputs for each DMU. Given a sample of DMU with observed inputs and
outputs, the derivation of the locus of efficient production plans can be
achieved through the implementation of two alternative methodologies: one
parametric and one that is non-parametric.４） This paper uses the non-
parametric approach to estimate the efficiency of each bank. This means that
the approach utilizes the observed inputs and outputs to construct the best
practice reference units in input/output space, without estimating parameters.
In the analysis we computed the efficiency of input usage to produce a given
level of outputs; therefore it can be referred to as an input-based method.５）

There are several favorable characteristics of this approach. First, there is no
need to specify the estimated production function, which the parametric ap-
proach requires. Second, not only can it easily implement multiple outputs, it
also provides efficiency scores for each individual bank without having data on
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input prices, in contrast to the parametric cost function estimation.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section２specifies outputs and in-

puts for the banking sector and gives a description of the data for twenty
banks. The empirical results of the efficiency analysis are presented in Sec-
tion３．The last section is the summary and conclusion. The appendix illus-
trates the methodology of non-parametric linear programming, which is used
to calculate the efficiency.

2. Specification of Outputs and Inputs
First, we discuss the specification of outputs and inputs, and then discuss

the meaning of the employment of DEA in the analysis of Russian banking.
A definition of banking activity is necessary in order to analyze the effi-

ciency of the banking sector. Former studies on banking activity used various
data as inputs and outputs. We can broadly classify methods of analysis into
three categories, one method is the production approach. According to this ap-
proach, banks are considered as producers of deposit accounts and loan serv-
ices.６） Therefore, outputs are measured by the number of accounts, loans, and
so on. A second method is the intermediation approach. According to this
method, banks are regarded intermediators which transfer financial resources
from units in surplus to units in deficit.７） A third alternative is the asset ap-
proach, which is a variant of the intermediation approach. This method util-
izes assets, mainly the production of loans, as outputs.８）

Before we decide which approach we use, let us survey the Russian situ-
ation. As Gerashchenko（１９９３）indicated，“the practice in works of commercial
banks［in Russia］shows that stockholders of banks in general enjoy privileged
terms for loans. The share of those debtors reached to８０‐９０％ in some
cases．”（Words in brackets added by this author）．Furthermore, particular
banks raise local government funds at a low interest rate. Therefore, in the
analysis of the Russian banking sector we have to reflect the profitability of
banks.

The production approach has been applied to the evaluation of the rela-
tive efficiency of branches within a particular bank. However, when analyz-
ing a great number of banks, it is not easy to acquire the necessary data. Fur-
thermore, this approach does not enable us to take the profitability of banks
into account. The intermediation approach and the asset approach have been
widely used in cross-section studies. For example, English et al．（１９９３）util-
ized deposits, labor and purchased funds as inputs, and loans and investments
as outputs. Berger and Humphrey（１９９０）employed labor, purchased funds and
capital as inputs, and deposits and loans as outputs. The intermediation ap-
proach, rather than asset approach, gives us the possibility to utilize expense
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Table１．Descriptive Statistics of the Input and Output Variables （Thousand Rubles）

Average St. dev. Max Min

Interest expense ３，７０１，６９２ ９，１６９，８５８ ４８，８６０，６０１ ２７，０１２

Non-interest expense ２２，１１２，７０８ ５９，１４８，８２３ ３４２，９６７，９１７ ２８８，４０８

Interest income ４，１１３，１１６ １１，６１１，８２９ ７２，７０４，６２６ １４２，２４１

Non-interest income ２１，７３９，８０８ ６０，４５３，１３１ ３５１，３７０，６７３ ７８，５９１
Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Central Bank of Russia.

items as inputs and income items as outputs.９） Regarding banks as interme-
diators, we measure the banks’ efficiency in this paper.

In the analysis we chose total interest expense（���）and total non-interest
expense（���）as inputs, and total interest income（���）and total non-interest
income（���）as outputs. Total interest expense mainly includes interest ex-
pense on deposits and issued bonds. The major components of total non-
interest expense are expenses for foreign exchange operations, securities op-
erations, provision for loan loss, various commissions, salaries, depreciation,
and communication expense. Total interest income chiefly includes interest
income from bonds and loans to customers including banks. Total non-interest
income consists of income from foreign exchange operations, securities opera-
tions, various commissions, and so on.１０） The descriptive statistics are provided
in Table１．

The utilization of DEA gives us advantages for the Russian banking
analysis besides the above-mentioned viewpoints. Russian banks gain their
profits from various sources, including interest income and operating income,
and they make expenses for various objectives, including interest expenses
and operating expenses. Here, we can reflect the characteristics of their ac-
tivities, choosing the favorable weight variables in DEA. The methodology of
efficiency estimation is explained in the appendix.

3. The Empirical Results
3. 1 Technical and scale efficiency scores

In our paper the overall technical efficiency indicates how efficient the
twenty largest Russian banks made expenses to earn a given level of income
under the assumption of constant returns to scale（input-based method）. The
pure technical efficiency indicates how efficient they made expenses to earn a
given level of income under the assumption of variable returns to scale. The
scale efficiency indicates whether they earn incomes at a favorable scale or not.

Tables２through４exhibit the resulting overall technical efficiency scores,
pure technical efficiency scores and scale efficiency scores of twenty banks, re-
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spectively. First, let us survey overall technical efficiency scores. The number
of overall technically efficient banks was four in the year１９９７，three in the
year１９９８，zero in the year１９９９and one in the year２０００. According to the de-
scriptive statistics（Table５），the average score in the year１９９７was the high-
est of the analyzed years. The average overall technical efficiency score in

Table２．Overall Technical Efficiency Scores

Bank １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００

Sberbank ０．９４７５０．９０２６０．８７４２０．８７８１

Inkombank ０．８７６６ － － －

SBS-Agro ０．９９４１ － ０．５７４６０．７０６２

ONEKSIM-bank ０．９２３９０．８１８４０．８７３１ －

Rossiiskii kredit ０．８２０６０．６９９６０．８２５００．５９９６

Vneshtorgbank １．０００００．８１８６０．８９３２１．００００

Menatep １．００００ － － －

MPB ０．９４８３０．８４７１０．９６１３０．９０５２

Alfa-bank ０．８６５５１．０００００．８４９００．８３６４

NRB ０．９４９６０．７８７５０．８５２３０．９４９４

Mosbiznesbank ０．８７４４０．５８０４ － －

Gazprombank １．００００１．０００００．８５５３０．８５５８

Avtobank ０．９５８００．５７７１０．８２７９０．８２４４

Imperial ０．８３７１ － － ０．１２２３

MMB ０．８８４９０．８３４６０．８５１８０．８５０７

Tokobank ０．９４５１ － － －

Most-bank ０．８７２２０．８２７２０．８５５４ －

Bank Moskvy １．００００１．０００００．８３９５０．８３５３

PSB ０．８９０００．８１７７ － －

Vozrozhdenie ０．９１３６０．６９８１０．８４３１０．７５３３
Note１: MPB－Mezhdunarodnyi Promyshlennyi Bank, NRB－

Natsional’nyi Rezervnyi Bank, MMB－Mezhdunarodnyi

Moskovskii Bank, PSB－Promstroibank Rossii.

Note２: Inkombank, Menatep, Mosbiznesbank, Most-bank, PSB

and Tokobank had their banking licenses recalled by the

Central Bank of Russia on October２９，１９９８，May１８，１９９９，

July ２，１９９９，April ２０，２００１，July ２，１９９９ and August

３１，１９９８，respectively. ONEKSIM-bank’s license was an-

nulled on November２１，２０００because of its consolidation

with the other bank.

Note３: SBS-Agro did not submit the financial statement for the

year１９９８ to the Central Bank of Russia in accordance

with its regulation.

Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the

website of the Central Bank of Russia.
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１９９７was０．９２１５whereas it was０．８１３９ in１９９８，０．８４１１ in１９９９and０．７７８２ in
２０００．The reason why the average score in２０００decreased sharply can be ex-
plained by the existence of a bank with a quite low efficiency score. If we do
not take that bank into account, the average efficiency score in２０００increases
to０．８３２９．Standard deviation of overall technical efficiency scores in１９９７was
at a relatively lower level of０．０５７７．Therefore, the large value of the average
score means that the efficiency scores of banks were high for the most part.
The higher value of standard deviation in２０００can be similarly explained by
the existence of a bank with a lower efficiency score. Its value decreases to
０．１０７２from０．２２２２if we exclude the score of the bank.

The number of purely technically efficient banks was six in１９９７，four in
１９９８，two in１９９９and three in２０００．According to the descriptive statistics（Ta-
ble６），the average value in１９９７was０．９５０３，which was the highest value of
the analyzed years. Standard deviation in１９９７was the smallest through four

Table３．Pure Technical Efficiency Scores

Bank １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００

Sberbank １．００００１．００００１．００００１．００００

Inkombank ０．９８６５ － － －

SBS-Agro ０．９９６０ － ０．６０８７０．７３６８

ONEKSIM-bank ０．９４５８０．８５６１０．９２４２ －

Rossiiskii kredit ０．８２１８０．６９９９０．８８２８０．６２４３

Vneshtorgbank １．０００００．８４３３０．９１２１１．００００

Menatep １．００００ － － －

MPB １．０００００．８６７７１．０００００．９３０９

Alfa-bank ０．８８１２１．０００００．９０９００．８８０４

NRB ０．９７４００．８２０６０．８５８９０．９５０３

Mosbiznesbank ０．８７７４０．５９８３ － －

Gazprombank １．００００１．０００００．８９４９０．９１６２

Avtobank ０．９６１００．５９３５０．８４３４０．８３７１

Imperial ０．９３３５ － － ０．１７４１

MMB ０．９７０９０．８３６１０．８９１３１．００００

Tokobank ０．９６６６ － － －

Most-bank ０．８７３５０．８２９１０．８６５１ －

Bank Moskvy １．００００１．０００００．８４０７０．８３８７

PSB ０．８９１３０．８３８０ － －

Vozrozhdenie ０．９２６９０．７２２８０．８５５７０．７６９６
Note: See notes of Table２．

Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the

website of the Central Bank of Russia.
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years, or０．０５４５．On the other hand, the average of scale efficiency scores in
１９９８was higher than those of other years（Table７）.

Now let us turn our attention to reasons for overall technical inefficiency.
The overall technical efficiency score is equal to the pure technical efficiency
score multiplied by the scale efficiency score. Therefore, we can conclude that

Table４．Scale Efficiency Scores

Bank １９９７ １９９８ １９９９ ２０００

Sberbank ０．９４７５０．９０２６０．８７４２０．８７８１

Inkombank ０．８８８６ － － －

SBS-Agro ０．９９８１ － ０．９４３９０．９５８５

ONEKSIM-bank ０．９７６８０．９５６００．９４４７ －

Rossiiskii kredit ０．９９８６０．９９９６０．９３４６０．９６０４

Vneshtorgbank １．０００００．９７０７０．９７９３１．００００

Menatep １．００００ － － －

MPB ０．９４８３０．９７６２０．９６１３０．９７２３

Alfa-bank ０．９８２２１．０００００．９３４００．９５００

NRB ０．９７５００．９５９８０．９９２３０．９９９１

Mosbiznesbank ０．９９６５０．９７０１ － －

Gazprombank １．００００１．０００００．９５５７０．９３４１

Avtobank ０．９９６９０．９７２４０．９８１７０．９８４９

Imperial ０．８９６７ － － ０．７０２４

MMB ０．９１１４０．９９８３０．９５５６０．８５０７

Tokobank ０．９７７８ － － －

Most-bank ０．９９８５０．９９７７０．９８８８ －

Bank Moskvy １．００００１．０００００．９９８５０．９９６０

PSB ０．９９８５０．９７５７ － －

Vozrozhdenie ０．９８５６０．９６５８０．９８５２０．９７８８
Note: See notes of Table２．

Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the

website of the Central Bank of Russia.

Table５．Descriptive Statistics of Overall Technical Efficiency Scores

Year Average St. dev. Max Min

１９９７ ０．９２５１ ０．０５７７ １．００００ ０．８２０６

１９９８ ０．８１３９ ０．１３４０ １．００００ ０．５７７１

１９９９ ０．８４１１ ０．０８３９ ０．９６１３ ０．５７４６

２０００ ０．７７８２ ０．２２２２ １．００００ ０．１２２３
Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Central Bank of

Russia.
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the overall technical efficiency score is due to waste of inputs rather than scale
inefficiency if the pure technical efficiency score is smaller than the scale effi-
ciency score, and vice versa. As can be seen in Tables２through４，Sberbank’s
overall technical efficiency scores０．９４７５in１９９７，０．９０２６in１９９８，０．８７４２in１９９９
and０．８７８１in２０００while its pure technical efficiency scores are１．００００through
the analyzed periods. Sberbank’s overall technical inefficiency can be ex-
plained exclusively by scale inefficiency. As for other banks, overall technical
inefficiency is explained by scale inefficiency only in six cases whereas there
are forty-four cases in which pure technical inefficiency, or waste of inputs, is
the main reason for overall technical inefficiency.

Here, let us analyze the efficiency scores by categories of banks. We have
classified banks into six categories.１１）

The first category is banks under the control of the federal government
（Sberbank, Vneshtorgbank and MMB１２））．

The second category is former governmental banks in the Soviet era（Mos-
biznesbank, PSB and Vozrozhdenie）．

The third category is the organizer of the bank-industrial group１３）（Ink-
ombank, SBS-Agro,１４）ONEKSIM-bank, Rossiiskii kredit, Menatep, Alfa-bank
and Most-bank）．

The fourth category is“relative”banks of the Russian industrial elite
（NRB, Gazprombank and Imperial）．

The fifth category is a bank under the control of the local government

Table６．Descriptive Statistics of Pure Technical Efficiency Scores

Year Average St. dev. Max Min

１９９７ ０．９５０３ ０．０５４５ １．００００ ０．８２１８

１９９８ ０．８３３７ ０．１３５２ １．００００ ０．５９３５

１９９９ ０．８７７６ ０．０９２３ １．００００ ０．６０８７

２０００ ０．８１９９ ０．２２４５ １．００００ ０．１７４１
Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Central Bank of

Russia.

Table７．Descriptive Statistics of Scale Efficiency Scores

Year Average St. dev. Max Min

１９９７ ０．９７３９ ０．０３６２ １．００００ ０．８８８６

１９９８ ０．９７６３ ０．０２６０ １．００００ ０．９０２６

１９９９ ０．９５９３ ０．０３２９ ０．９９８５ ０．８７４２

２０００ ０．９３５８ ０．０８３５ １．００００ ０．７０２４
Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Central Bank of

Russia.
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（Bank Moskvy）．
The sixth category is banks with a relatively high share of foreign capital

（MPB, Avtobank and Tokobank）．
Banks of the first category were all purely technically efficient in２０００．

Vneshtorgbank is also overall technically efficient. The overall inefficiency of
Sberbank and MMB is due to scale inefficiency, not waste of inputs. As is men-
tioned below, Vneshtorgbank received aid from the Central Bank of Russia in
the form of acquisition of newly issued shares.

Two out of three banks of the second category had their banking licenses
recalled by the Central Bank of Russia.１５） The other bank’s efficiency score
was not high. Former governmental banks faced problems of close historic
connections with depression industries such as agriculture, machinery, the
military-industrial complex and metallurgy（BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，p．２），
which is one of the reasons for the difficulties of banks of the second category.

The banks of the third category raised funds from deposits of companies
under their control. Other sources for funds were inter-bank loans, borrowing
from nonresidents, and deposits of individuals（BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，
pp．２‐３）.１６） Loans granted by nonresidents, futures and forward contracts of
foreign currency caused a great deal of loss for banks. Four out of seven banks
of this category had their banking licenses recalled by the Central Bank of
Russia. Efficiency scores of the other three banks were not high except for
Alfa-bank.

Two out of three banks of the fourth category worked relatively efficiently.
In the case of Gazprombank, Gazprom, a natural gas monopoly, gave aid to
Gazprombank by acquiring part of Gazprombank’s newly issued shares. Fur-
thermore, Gazprombank participated in the long-term projects of Gazprom,
such as gas pipeline construction（Godovoi otchet za 1998 god: Gazprombank,
p．１３，p．１５）．

Bank Moskvy, which belongs to the fifth category, worked relatively effi-
ciently. It could raise deposits from funds of Moscow’s local government budget
and grant loans to projects of Moscow City.

One out of three banks of the sixth category had its banking license re-
called（Tokobank）．The other two banks worked relatively efficiently. The case
of Tokobank indicates that the simple capital participation of nonresidents did
not help to overcome the lax management（European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development held about a１０ percent share of Tokobank at the end of
１９９７）．Tokobank had granted loans to large shareholders at low interest rates,
and its weak loan management led to a great deal of bad loans. Furthermore,
the bank actively dealt with futures and forward contracts, which caused a
large amount of loss during the Russian financial crisis. As a result Tokobank
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had its banking license recalled on August３１，１９９８（BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，
pp．６‐７）．

3. 2 Correlation of overall technical efficiency with income and
expense items

Let us discuss the correlation of overall technical efficiency scores with
the ratio of income and expense items to the total income, using regression
analysis１７）．In the analysis will become clear the structural changes of income
and expense before and after the financial crisis and the relations between the
efficiency scores and the structure of income and expense. We have to pay at-
tention to the situation that the number of samples is not enough because of
the limitation in data regarding the detailed financial statement. Income and
expense items include� income from foreign currency operations，� expense
from foreign currency operations,１８） � income from revaluation and opera-
tions of precious metals, securities and other assets,１９）� expense from revalu-
ation and operations of precious metals, securities and other assets,２０）� inter-
est income from loans granted to banks，� interest income from loans granted
to other customers，� interest expense from deposits by banks，� interest ex-
pense from deposits by other customers，� interest income from securities，
	 provision for loan loss，
 other current income,２１） and� other current ex-
penses.２２） For descriptive statistics of these items, see Table８，and for the re-
sults of regression analysis, see Table９．

Regarding items�‐�：These items are directly influenced by the depre-
ciation of the ruble in the financial crisis in１９９８．Whereas the ratio of income
from foreign currency operations to the total income was１６．７percent in１９９７，
it increased drastically to５５．６percent in１９９８. It also remained at high levels
in１９９９and２０００（７５．２percent and５７．９percent, respectively）．On the other
hand, while the ratio of expense from foreign currency operations to the total
income was３４．７percent in１９９８，it increased to７７．６percent in１９９９and６４．４
percent in２０００.２３） The drastic change of the ratio of income and expense from
foreign currency operations is related to the depreciation of the ruble and re-
valuation of assets and liabilities in foreign currency.

Here, let us survey the foreign currency operations before the Russian fi-
nancial crisis. More than７０percent of household deposits were concentrated
in Sberbank. Therefore, a large share of the dominant Moscow banks raised
foreign loans, which resulted in a rise of foreign-denominated liabilities. The
share of foreign loans in balance sheet liabilities for the twenty largest banks
exceeded２０ percent（Tsentr Razvitiia（１９９９），p．１４）．During the course of
１９９８，banks sought to address the growing imbalance in their open foreign po-
sitions by issuing new credits in, or converting old credits into, foreign cur-
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Table８．Descriptive Statistics about the Ratio

of Income and Expense Items to the Total Income

Year Average St. dev. Max Min

１９９７ １６．７ １３．６ ５５．２ ２．３
Income from foreign currency １９９８ ５５．６ ２６．９ ９１．７ ９．１

operations １９９９ ６６．０ ２７．０ ９８．８ １４．９
２０００ ５７．９ ２８．７ ９８．１ ４．９

Expense from foreign currency １９９８ ３４．７ ３１．０ ９７．８ ０．７
operations １９９９ ６１．７ ３１．４ ９７．６ ５．６

２０００ ６４．４ ２４．１ １０３．０ １７．０
Income from revaluation and １９９８ １０．６ ９．７ ３８．７ １．７

operations of precious metals, １９９９ ６．６ ７．９ ２６．２ ０．１
securities and other assets ２０００ ７．９ ９．０ ３３．４ ０．１

Expense from revaluation and １９９８ １８．２ １６．４ ５５．５ ２．１
operations of precious metals, １９９９ ４．１ ５．０ １４．６ ０．１

securities and other assets ２０００ ５．０ ９．１ ３３．９ ０．０
１９９７ ８．１ ５．７ ２３．１ １．５

Interest income from loans １９９８ ５．７ ５．９ ２１．９ １．０
granted to banks １９９９ ５．７ ９．７ ３１．７ ０．０

２０００ ６．２ １４．８ ５５．２ ０．０
１９９７ ２６．７ １１．７ ５５．２ ５．８

Interest income from loans １９９８ １５．２ １１．８ ３７．３ ３．６
granted to other customers １９９９ １０．５ ９．７ ３２．０ ０．３

２０００ １１．５ ７．８ ２４．８ １．０
１９９７ １０．９ ６．３ ２７．１ ２．３

Interest expense １９９８ １０．８ ７．９ ２５．８ １．３
from deposits of banks １９９９ ７．２ ９．７ ３０．８ ０．０

２０００ ２．６ ２．７ ９．３ ０．０
１９９７ ２５．３ １２．６ ４８．９ ２．９

Interest expense １９９８ １２．３ ８．０ ２６．７ ２．５
from deposits of other customers １９９９ ９．４ １０．６ ４０．４ ０．１

２０００ １２．０ １５．６ ５８．４ ０．３
１９９７ ９．４ １２．３ ５０．７ ０．０

Interest income from securities １９９８ ５．５ ７．２ ２７．５ ０．６
１９９９ ４．２ ８．０ ３１．１ ０．２

２０００ ４．３ ６．５ ２３．４ ０．０
１９９７ ９．７ １１．５ ４５．４ ０．５

Provision for loan loss １９９８ １１．５ １４．４ ５２．３ －１０．４
１９９９ １１．６ １４．６ ４９．６ ０．０

２０００ ５４．３ １５１．５ ５５５．６ －９．４
Other operating income １９９７ １９．８ １２．５ ４９．７ １．０

Other current expense １９９７ ３５．１ １４．０ ６７．５ １３．２
Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Central Bank of Russia.
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Table９．Correlation of Overall Technical Efficiency Scores

with the Ratio of Income and Expense Items to the Total Income

Year Regression
１９９７ OTE＝０．９５９１－０．００２０FOIN， R２＝０．２２８７
１９９８ OTE＝０．６４５３＋０．００３０FOIN， R２＝０．３６９９
１９９９ OTE＝０．８５５６－０．０００２FOIN， R２＝０．００５０
２０００ OTE＝０．６６１４＋０．００２０FOIN， R２＝０．０６７７
１９９８ OTE＝０．７８４９＋０．０００８FOEX， R２＝０．０３７４
１９９９ OTE＝０．８７２８－０．０００５FOEX， R２＝０．０３７０
２０００ OTE＝１．０６８０－０．００４５FOEX， R２＝０．２３８８
１９９８ OTE＝０．９０８２－０．００８９OISEC， R２＝０．４１３２
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３３９＋０．００１１OISEC， R２＝０．０１０８
２０００ OTE＝０．７０４７＋０．００９３OISEC， R２＝０．１４２３
１９９８ OTE＝０．８６９９－０．００３１OESEC， R２＝０．１４１３
１９９９ OTE＝０．８２９５＋０．００２８OESEC， R２＝０．０２８６
２０００ OTE＝０．８８８８－０．０２２３OESEC， R２＝０．８２９１
１９９７ OTE＝０．０００６＋０．９２０５IIBLOAN， R２＝０．００３２
１９９８ OTE＝０．８５２７－０．００６８IIBLOAN， R２＝０．０８９１
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３７９＋０．０００６IIBLOAN， R２＝０．００４４
２０００ OTE＝０．７６７７＋０．００１７IIBLOAN， R２＝０．０１２６
１９９７ OTE＝０．０００４－０．９１４５IILOAN， R２＝０．００６５
１９９８ OTE＝０．９２０６－０．００７０IILOAN， R２＝０．３８６８
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３５２＋０．０００６IILOAN， R２＝０．００４３
２０００ OTE＝０．９０５３－０．０１１１IILOAN， R２＝０．１４９１
１９９７ OTE＝０．９０８１＋０．００１６IEBLOAN，R２＝０．０２９０
１９９８ OTE＝０．９０１３－０．００８１IEBLOAN，R２＝０．２２４５
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３６９＋０．０００６IEBLOAN，R２＝０．００４４
２０００ OTE＝０．７１５７＋０．０２３７IEBLOAN，R２＝０．０８５０
１９９７ OTE＝０．９２８１－０．０００１IELOAN， R２＝０．０００７
１９９８ OTE＝０．８５１２－０．００３０IELOAN， R２＝０．０３２４
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３４５＋０．０００７IELOAN， R２＝０．００７９
２０００ OTE＝０．７４０１＋０．００３２IELOAN， R２＝０．０４９６
１９９７ OTE＝０．９００４＋０．００２６IISEC， R２＝０．３１３４
１９９８ OTE＝０．８４８５－０．００６２IISEC， R２＝０．１１２０
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３７７＋０．０００８IISEC， R２＝０．００５９
２０００ OTE＝０．７１８４＋０．０１４０IISEC， R２＝０．１６９４
１９９７ OTE＝０．９１１４＋０．００１４PROV， R２＝０．０７９８
１９９８ OTE＝０．８３５６－０．００１９PROV， R２＝０．０４１２
１９９９ OTE＝０．８８９０－０．００４１PROV， R２＝０．５２０６
２０００ OTE＝０．８４９９－０．００１３PROV， R２＝０．８１０１
１９９７ OTE＝０．９４２４－０．０００９OCI， R２＝０．０３６０
１９９７ OTE＝１．０１６１－０．００２６OCE， R２＝０．３９８１

Note１: The number of samples is２０in１９９７，１５in１９９８，１４in１９９９and１３in２０００．

Note２: The following explanation variables are their ratio to the total income.

FOIN－income from foreign currency operations, FOEX－expense from

foreign currency operations, PROV－provision for loan loss, OISEC－in-

come from revaluation and operations of precious metals, securities and

other assets, OESEC－expense from revaluation and operations of pre-

cious metals, securities and other assets, IISEC－interest income from se-

curities, IIBLOAN－interest income from loans granted to banks, IILOAN

－interest income from loans granted to other customers, IEBLOAN－in-

terest expense from deposits by banks, IELOAN－interest expense from

deposits by other customers, OCI－other current income, OCE－other cur-

rent expense.

Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Cen-

tral Bank of Russia.
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rency（BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，p．４）．Therefore, it is quite understandable
that the depreciation of the ruble led to the increase of the ratio of income and
expense from foreign currency operations since Russian large banks had a
large amount of assets and liabilities in foreign currency. The ratio of income
and expense from foreign currency operations to the total income was also at a
high level in１９９９and２０００．This can be partly explained by the increase of as-
sets and liabilities in foreign currency.

We regressed overall technical efficiency scores to the ratio of income from
foreign currency operations to the total income, and to the ratio of expense
from foreign currency operations to the total income. The coefficient of deter-
mination in the former regression analysis was relatively higher: ０．２２８７ in
１９９７and０．３６９９in１９９８．The relatively stronger positive correlation of overall
technical efficiency scores with the ratio of income from foreign currency op-
erations to the total income in１９９７and１９９８means that the banks that re-
ceived more income from foreign currency operations are more efficient. How-
ever, the remarkable increase of the ratio of expense from foreign currency op-
erations to the total income in１９９９and２０００offset the income from foreign
currency operations. Banks with a larger ratio of expense from foreign cur-
rency operations tended to be less efficient in２０００and the coefficient of deter-
mination was０．２３８８．

Regarding items �‐�: These items are related to futures and forward
contracts, which did great damage to the Russian banking system in the finan-
cial crisis. The average ratio of income from revaluation and operations of
precious metals, securities and other assets to the total income in１９９８was
１０．６percent, a little higher than other years（data in１９９７ is not available）.
Regression analysis indicates that the coefficient of determination in１９９８was
０．４１３２and overall technical efficiency scores had a negative correlation to the
ratio of item � to the total income. The reason why banks with less income
from revaluation and operations of precious metals, securities and other assets
were more efficient in１９９８can be explained as follows: whereas these banks
gained less income from foreign currency operations, some banks received a
great deal of income from the revaluation of accounts in foreign currency.
Here, let us pick out Sberbank, Avtobank and Rossiiskii kredit for an example.
Their overall technical efficiency scores in１９９８were０．９０２６，０．５７７１and０．６９９６，
respectively, whereas their ratios of income from foreign currency operations
were８０．０percent，３０．１percent and２２．７percent, and their ratios of item� to
the total income were８．３percent，３６．４percent and１７．６ percent. Further-
more, in order to clarify the amount of income from foreign currency opera-
tions let us calculate its ratio to the total asset. The value in１９９８was９３．９
percent in the case of Sberbank, but it was３．７percent and８．３percent in the
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case of Avtobank and Rossiiskii kredit, respectively. We can realize that Sber-
bank gained quite a large amount of income from foreign currency operations
in１９９８，which led to its high efficiency score.

The average ratio of expense from revaluation and operations of precious
metals, securities and other assets in１９９８was１８．２percent which was larger
than other years（data in１９９７is not available）．One of the reasons for its rela-
tively high value is related to futures and forward contract expenses. A sub-
stantial amount of the hard-currency liabilities of the large Russian banks
were off-balance-sheet. Net obligations of Russian banks according to futures
and forward contracts related to foreign currency were believed to be at least
６billion US dollars in the first half of１９９８，of which３billion US dollars were
concentrated in the nine largest banks（Tsentr Razvitiia（１９９９），p．１５）．The
amount of unpaid futures contracts was estimated at１billion US dollars in
August１９９８，of which the liabilities to nonresidents accounted for about one
third（BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，p．１１）．The above-mentioned situation indi-
cates that during the Russian financial crisis some banks paid a great deal of
expenses related to futures and forward contracts, this became one element in
the increase of the ratio of item� to the total income. According to regression
analysis, overall technical efficiency scores had a quite strong negative corre-
lation to the ratio of the expense to the total income in the year２０００. The coef-
ficient of determination reached０．８２９１ in２０００，which was largely influenced
by Imperial and Rossiiskii kredit. Their overall technical efficiency scores in
２０００were０．１２２３and０．５９９６，respectively, while their ratios to the total income
of expense from revaluation and operations of precious metals, securities and
other assets were３３．９ percent and９．７ percent. According to the detailed
profit and loss statement of Imperial, expense from forward contracts ac-
counted for８０．４percent of that expense. In the case of Rossiiskii kredit ex-
pense from option and forward contracts accounted for２８．１percent while ex-
pense from revaluation of securities and other expense related to securities ac-
counted for７１．９percent.

Regarding items �‐�: These items reflect lending and deposit-
collecting activities, which are regarded as the principle operations of banks.
The average ratio of interest income from loans and expense from deposits to
the total income decreased in the years１９９８‐２０００ in comparison with the
year１９９７. One of the reasons would be the relative increase of income from
foreign currency operations.

The characteristic related to the ratio of the interest income to the total
income is that it does not have a positive correlation to overall technical effi-
ciency scores if it indicates a high value of the coefficient of determination.
The coefficient of determination indicates a high value of０．３８６８in the regres-
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sion of overall technical efficiency scores to the ratio of interest income from
loans granted to customers except banks to the total income in１９９８. The re-
sult showed a negative correlation. The relatively large ratio of interest in-
come to the total income, that is, a relatively small ratio of income from foreign
currency operations to the total income can also explain why a negative corre-
lation was indicated. As mentioned above, in the case of Sberbank the ratio of
income from foreign currency operations was large, or８０．０percent, and the
ratio of interest income from loans granted to customers except banks was at
the low level of４．７percent in１９９８．On the other hand, the ratios of interest
income from loans granted to customers except banks in the case of Rossiiskii
kredit, Mosbiznesbank and Avtobank were１９．５percent，３２．２percent and３４．５
percent, respectively, and the ratios of income from foreign currency opera-
tions were relatively lower. Furthermore, we have to take the following situ-
ation into account in order to understand the above-mentioned fact. The char-
acteristics of Russian banks’ activities consist in the derivation of profits by
dominant large Moscow banks primarily from implicit or explicit cooperation
with state financial organs, including the Ministry of Finance, because of a
scarcity of profitable loan opportunities in the real sector of the economy. This
included holding portfolios of government securities, servicing budget funds at
little or no interest, or financing various federal budgetary operations under
state guarantees（OECD（２０００），p．３８）．This situation means that the main
activity of the banks did not consist in granting loans to private companies.

The ratio of interest expense of deposits by banks to the total income was
１０．９percent in１９９７，and it was almost unchanged in１９９８．This fact can be ex-
plained as follows. Banks raised deposits in foreign currency from other
banks and the amount, in ruble terms, increased because of the ruble’s depre-
ciation to the US dollar. On the other hand, the ratio of interest expense of de-
posits by other customers decreased from２５．３percent in１９９７to１２．３percent
in１９９８．The coefficient of determination in the regression of overall technical
efficiency scores to the ratio of interest expense of deposits by banks to the to-
tal income indicated a relatively high value of０．２２４５in１９９８．This is possibly
related to the liabilities in foreign currency. However, data substantiating this
are not available.

Regarding item�: As mentioned above, Russian banks held portfolios of
government securities. The default of the Russian federal government ex-
erted a influence on the interest income from securities. The average ratio of
interest income from securities was９．４percent in１９９７，and it decreased to５．５
percent in１９９８，４．２percent in１９９９and４．３percent in２０００．According to re-
gression analysis, there was a relatively strong positive correlation to overall
technical efficiency in１９９７，and the coefficient of determination was０．３１３４．
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Before the Russian federal government default in１９９８，government bonds
were regarded to be high-yielding and riskless. The average annual yield rate
of short-term government bonds was３４．７３percent on December１，１９９７（CBR
（１９９８b），p．３２）whereas the annual increase rate of the consumer price index
in １９９７ was １１．０ percent（Goskomstat（１９９７），p．１７４）．GKOs（treasury
bills），which approached３０percent of aggregate bank assets by１９９８，provided
banks with a particularly vital source of profits between１９９６‐９８（OECD
（２０００），p．３８）. Therefore, it is understandable that the banks which gained
more income from securities interest tended to be more overall technically effi-
cient. After the default of the Russian government the ratio of interest in-
come decreased. While the coefficient of determination was quite low in１９９９，
it increased to０．１６９４in２０００. Since the ratio of interest income from securi-
ties has relatively higher positive correlation with the efficiency scores in２０００，
banks which gained more interest income from securities tended to be more ef-
ficient.

Regarding item 	: Non-performing loans exert a negative influence on
banking activities. This problem is significant in Russian banking since the
depreciation of the ruble affected the activities of companies, which could lead
to the increase of non-performing loans. The average ratio of provision for
loan loss to the total income was９．７percent in１９９７，and slightly increased to
１１．５percent in１９９８and１１．６percent in１９９９. It rose drastically to５４．３per-
cent in２０００. As mentioned below, the value of Imperial largely pushed up the
average score. Whereas the standard deviation was１１．５in１９９７，１４．４in１９９８
and１４．６in１９９９，it increased to１５１．５in２０００．This means that this ratio var-
ies widely between banks. The ratio of provision for loan loss to the total in-
come has quite a strong negative correlation to overall technical efficiency
scores in１９９９and２０００. The coefficient of determination is０．５２０６for the data
of１９９９ and０．８１０１ for the data of２０００. After the Russian financial crisis,
banks with more provision for loan loss tended to be less efficient.

Here, let us survey the situation of Imperial. While Imperial’s efficiency
score in１９９７was０．８３７１，it drastically decreased to０．１２２３in２０００．According
to Imperial’s profit and loss statement, provision for loan loss amounted to６．０
billion rubles, or５５５．６percent of the total income, which led to７．４‐billion ru-
ble loss for the year２０００．２４）

Regarding items 
‐�: Other operating income was related to the data
in１９９７，as mentioned above. Its average ratio to the total income was１９．８
percent. The coefficient of determination was at a low level of０．０３６０. Other
operating expense was also related to the data in１９９７． Its average ratio to
the total income was３５．１percent. The coefficient of determination was rela-
tively high and it was０．３９８１．However, it contains many kinds of items, in-
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cluding expense from foreign currency operations, securities operations and
running expenses. Therefore, it is quite difficult to analyze the primary fac-
tors that influenced overall efficiency scores.

3. 3 Liabilities to nonresidents and the ratio of capital to the total
asset

Liabilities to nonresidents have great significance in the Russian banking
system. As mentioned above, the share of foreign loans in balance sheet li-
abilities for the twenty largest banks exceeded２０percent. We analyze in this
section the changes of liabilities to nonresidents and their relation with effi-
ciency scores.

Furthermore, the ratio of capital to the total asset（capital-asset ratio）is
useful for the analysis of the soundness of banking activities. The capital-
asset ratio in some banks drastically decreased after the Russian financial cri-
sis while other banks newly issued their shares to increase the capital-asset
ratio. We also refer to the relation of the capital-asset ratio with the efficiency
scores.

The average ratio of liabilities to nonresidents to the total asset was１５．６
percent at the beginning of１９９９（Table１０）.２５） According to the regression of
overall technical efficiency scores to the share of liabilities to nonresidents of
the total asset, the coefficient of determination was０．２８５８，and the liabilities
of banks to nonresidents had a negative correlation to overall technical effi-
ciency scores（Table１１）．

The average capital-asset ratio had a tendency to decrease year by year.
Whereas it was１５．６percent in１９９７，it decreased to８．６percent in１９９８，４．１
percent in１９９９and－１５．８percent in２０００（Table１０）．The standard deviation
was almost unchanged from１９９７to１９９９（８．０，７．９and９．１，respectively），it in-
creased remarkably to７１．７in２０００．The high level of standard deviation was
due to the existence of three banks with large negative capital and three
banks with over３０percent capital-asset ratio. According to regression analy-
sis, the coefficient of determination was lower in１９９７and１９９８．However, it
increased sharply to０．８１５１in１９９９and０．４１４４in２０００（Table１１）．After the
Russian financial crisis, the correlation of overall technical efficiency scores
with the ratio of capital to the total asset became stronger, and banks with a
higher capital-asset ratio tended to be more efficient.

Here, let us pick some examples. Vneshtorgbank was damaged by futures
contracts during the Russian financial crisis. Therefore, Vneshtorgbank in-
creased its share by７．５billion rubles on April２９，１９９９，by１４０billion rubles on
December２０，１９９９ and by２０ billion rubles on September４，２０００．It is not
clear from the share prospectus of Vneshtorgbank who obtained the newly is-
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sued shares. However, judging from the increase in percentage of
Vneshtorgbank’s shares that the Central Bank of Russia held（９６．６５percent in
the middle of１９９７２６）to９９．９５percent at the beginning of２００１２７）），we can con-
clude that the Central Bank of Russia obtained almost all newly issued shares.
As a result, the capital-asset ratio of Vneshtorgbank increased from８．０per-
cent at the beginning of １９９９ to ４１．５ percent at the beginning of ２００１．
Vneshtorgbank increased its efficiency score to０．９４０３in１９９９and it achieved
１．００００again in２０００．It seems that the capital increase contributed to the rise
of its efficiency scores．Rossiiskii kredit was also damaged by the Russian fi-
nancial crisis．One of the reasons was the high level of the ratio of liabilities to
nonresidents to the total asset（５４．０percent）．Though the ratio of capital to
the total asset was８．９percent in１９９７，it decreased to －１６１．６percent in２０００．
Its overall technical efficiency score also decreased from０．８２０６ in１９９７ to
０．５９９６in２０００．Rossiiskii kredit had fallen under the control of the Agency for
Restructuring of Financial Organizations on October１８，１９９９（Kommersant-
daily, October１９，１９９９，p．５）．

Table１０．Descriptive Statistics about the Ratio to Asset of Liability to Nonresidents

and Capital-Asset Ratio

Year Average St. dev. Max Min

Liability to nonresidents １９９８ １５．６ １４．８ ５４．０ ０．６
１９９７ １５．８ ８．０ ３４．９ ５．９

Capital / Asset １９９８ ８．６ ７．９ ２５．１ －９．２
１９９９ ４．１ ９．１ ３１．８ －１００．７

２０００ －１５．８ ７１．７ ４１．５ －１６１．６
Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Central Bank of Russia and Kom-

mersant den’gi, March３１，１９９９，pp．１１‐１４．

Table１１．Correlation of Overall Technical Efficiency Scores

with the Ratio to Asset of Liability to Nonresidents and Capital-Asset Ratio

Year Regression
１９９８ OTE＝０．９０７６－０．００４８NONRESI，R２＝０．２８５８
１９９７ OTE＝０．８９０６＋０．００２２CAPASSET，R２＝０．００９２
１９９８ OTE＝０．７５７５＋０．００４３CAPASSET，R２＝０．１５２８
１９９９ OTE＝０．８３１９＋０．００２２CAPASSET，R２＝０．８１５１
２０００ OTE＝０．８０９８＋０．００２０CAPASSET，R２＝０．４１４４

Note１: The number of samples is１２in１９９８in first line regression. In other regres-

sions the number of samples is２０ in１９９７，１５ in１９９８，１４ in１９９９and１３ in

２０００．

Note２: NONRESI－ratio of liabilities to nonresident to the total asset, CAPAS-

SET－capital-asset ratio.

Source: Calculated by the author on the basis of the data in the website of the Cen-

tral Bank of Russia and Kommersant den’gi, March３１，１９９９，pp．１１‐１４．
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4. Summary and Conclusion
First, we measured the efficiency scores of Russian large banks and dis-

cussed reasons for inefficiency in this paper. According to DEA, overall tech-
nical efficiency scores in the year１９９７were the highest of the analyzed years.
No banks indicated higher overall technical efficiency scores than those dur-
ing the year１９９７. The reason for inefficiency for most banks was waste of in-
puts, however Sberbank was inefficient due to scale inefficiency for four years.
Furthermore, we classified banks into six categories and analyzed characteris-
tics of each category, taking efficiency scores into account. All of the banks un-
der the control of the federal government worked purely technically efficient.
Many former governmental banks and banks which formed the bank-
industrial group went bankrupt. In general, other banks of these categories
worked at a relatively low efficiency level. Several“relative”banks of the in-
dustrial elite companies received aid from them and granted loans related to
their projects. The bank under the control of the local government had advan-
tages in aspects of raising funds and granting loans. The activities of banks
with a high share of foreign capital varied from bank to bank.

We also analyzed the correlation of overall efficiency scores with income
and expense items to the total income for each year, using regression analysis.
In１９９７，overall technical efficiency scores had relatively stronger positive cor-
relations to the ratios of income from foreign currency operations and interest
income from securities to the total income．In１９９８，overall technical effi-
ciency scores had a relatively stronger positive correlation to the ratio of in-
come from foreign currency operations to the total income, whereas it had a
relatively stronger negative correlation to income from revaluation and opera-
tions of precious metals, securities and other assets, interest income from
loans granted to customers except banks, and interest expense from loans
granted by banks. Depreciation of the ruble to the US dollar gave the possibil-
ity for banks to make large profits. Therefore, banks with a lower share of in-
come from foreign currency operations tended to be less efficient. Overall
technical efficiency scores had a relatively stronger negative correlation to
provision for loan loss in１９９９，and to expense from foreign currency operations,
provision for loan loss, expense from revaluation and operations of precious
metals, securities and other assets in２０００. Therefore, overall technical effi-
ciency scores had the tendency to be affected by the expense side in１９９９and
２０００．

Finally, we analyzed the correlation of overall technical efficiency scores
with the ratio of liabilities to nonresidents to the total asset, and with the
capital-asset ratio. In the former regression analysis, overall technical effi-
ciency scores showed a tendency to be lower as the ratio of liabilities to non-
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residents to total asset became larger（data was available only in１９９８）．In the
latter regression analysis, overall technical efficiency scores had little correla-
tion with the capital-asset ratio in１９９７and１９９８．However, the coefficient of
determination was higher in１９９９and２０００．After the Russian financial crisis,
the correlation of overall technical efficiency scores with the capital-asset ratio
became stronger.

In our paper the objects for analysis were limited to larger banks. We
plan to expand on this work by applying these methods to banks in all districts
of Russia and to discuss the difference by district and size of banks.

COE Research Fellow, Slavic Research Center, Hokkaido University

Appendix The non-parametric approach

A. 1. Measuring Overall Technical Efficiency

This section presents the non-parametric approach used to estimate the efficiency of each DMU．２８） This ap-

proach is aimed at determining an envelopment surface, and the frontier is derived by joining those points in the

input-output space so there is no case that produces the same outputs with less inputs. In the case of constant

returns to scale, the frontier will be linear in the one-input and one-output model. Suppose there are n DMUs

and let the input and output data for DMUj �����������	 
be ������������������	 
 and ������������������	 
（m input

items and s output items are selected, and each item is not negative.��and��are input and output column vec-

tors, respectively）．The input data matrix�is m×n and the output data matrix�is s×n.

Let the DMUj to be evaluated on any trial be designated as DMUo where o ranges over１，２，…,n . In the case

of constant returns to scale the primal DEA ratio model can be stated for DMUo as follows:

min �� （A‐１）

subject to ����������� （A‐２）������ （A‐３）���� （A‐４）

Here,�� is a scalar and optimal�� , which is denoted as���, indicates the efficiency score of a specific DMUo. We

have�������, and refer to��� as overall technical efficiency. In（A‐２）‐（A‐４），��������������	 
� is a column vec-

tor used to construct a convex hull connecting all the data points.

The dual form of（A‐１）‐（A‐４）can be expressed by:

max ��� （A‐５）

subject to ��������� （A‐６）������ （A‐７）��� ��� （A‐８）

where v is a row vector for input multipliers and u is a row vector for output multiplier derived from（A‐１）‐（A‐

４）．Each DMU can choose the most favorable value of these variables.

Furthermore, we define the input excesses !�"#� and the output shortfalls !�"#�and identify them as

“slack”vectors by:
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!�������� （A‐９）!���������� （A‐１０）

with!����!���for any feasible solution ����	 
of（A‐１）‐（A‐４）．

To discover the possible input excesses and output shortfalls, we solve the following linear programming

problem, using our knowledge of���.

maximize $�%!��%!� （A‐１１）

subject to !����������� （A‐１２）!�������� （A‐１３）����!����!���� （A‐１４）

where e＝（１，…，１）（a vector of ones）．

If an optimal solution �������!���!��	 
of the two linear programming problems above satisfies�����and zero-

slack, then the DMUo is called efficient.

A. 2. Measuring Pure Technical Efficiency

In the case of variable returns to scale, the frontier will be convex in the one-input and one-output model.

min �& （A‐１５）

subject to �����&����� （A‐１６）������ （A‐１７）%���� （A‐１８）���� （A‐１９）

where�& is a scalar and optimal�& , which is denoted as�&�, is referred to as pure technical efficiency. We have���&���, and the dual form of（A‐１５）‐（A‐１９）can be expressed by:

max ����'� （A‐２０）

subject to �������'�%��� （A‐２１）������ （A‐２２）��� ��� （A‐２３）'� free in sign， （A‐２４）

where e＝（１，…，１）, and'�is a scalar and the dual variable associated with the constraint%���.

We can calculate slacks by the same procedure as（A‐１１）‐（A‐１４）．If�&���and zero-slack are satisfied, then

the DMUo is called efficient.

A. 3. Measuring Scale Efficiency

In order to measure the scale efficiency we use another indicator, which is calculated as the ratio of overall

technical efficiency to pure technical efficiency. The formula can be given as:

Scale Efficiency＝���&� （A‐２５）

Its score of one implies that DMU is scale efficient. When scale inefficiency exists, it is the consequence of oper-

ating at non-constant returns to scale.

Figure１illustrates these efficiency measures, utilizing the one-input and one-output model. In the case of

constant returns to scale, only A１ is regarded as efficient. For example, the overall technical efficiency of B１ is cal-

culated as B３B４／B１B４，and that of D１ is calculated as D３D４／D１D４．Under the assumption of variable returns to scale
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Figure１．Measuring Technical and Scale Efficiency

Note１: CRS－constant returns to scale, VRS－variable

returns to scale

Note２: A１，B１，C１，D１ and E１ are the original data of

each decision making unit.

A１，C１and E１are observations forming the efficient frontier, whereas B１and D１are inefficient observations. For

example, the pure technical efficiency score of B１ is calculated as B２B４／B１B４，and that of D１ is calculated as D２D４／

D１D４. Since the scale efficiency score is the ratio of the overall technical efficiency score to the pure technical ef-

ficiency score, its value of B１ is calculated as B３B４／B２B４，and that of D１ is calculated as D３D４／D２D４．

A. 4. Assurance Region

This study employs DEA/assurance region（DEA/AR）analysis that incorporates the following upper and

lower bounds related to dual variables into（A‐５）and（A‐２０）‐（A‐２４）：()*�+),+��()-�)���.������� （A‐２６）/0*�'0,'��/0-�0���.������� （A‐２７）

Here,()*and()- are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, of the ratio of+)to+�, while/0*and/0- are the lower

and upper bounds of the ratio of'0to'�. In this paper we will use the following lower and upper bounds:��1�+�,+���� ��1�'�,'���� （A‐２８）

One of the characteristics of DEA consists of the possibility to choose the favorable weight variables（+)�'0）
for each DMU. However, DMU can choose the value of zero as some weight variables, which leads to results

which does not reflect the actual situation of DMU. Therefore, though this might be an ad hoc assumption, we

decide bounds such that one weight variable for input（output）does not exceed double the other variable and

does not fall below half of the other. This will be a proper assumption in order to avoid for DMU to choose exces-

sive value of weight variables and retain the characteristics of DEA, that is, the possibility to choose the favor-

able weight variables.

Notes

� IMF（１９９８）distinguishes a number of broad types of economic or financial crises to currency crises, banking
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crises, systemic financial crises and foreign debt crises（for detailed definition, see IMF（１９９８），pp．７４‐７６）．

In this paper we utilize the term“financial crisis”as the broad concept, which consists of four classifications

of IMF（１９９８）．OECD（２０００）gives a comprehensive explanation of the Russian financial crisis. As to a se-

ries of measures, which the Central Bank of Russia and Russian government announced on August１７，１９９８，

see OECD（２０００），pp．３４‐４４．

� We chose the twenty largest banks on the basis of the total asset as of January１，１９９８．

� In the article of DEA, the word“efficiency”is commonly used, which means the efficiency of input usage to

produce a given level of outputs. Therefore, it is a relative concept, and in this approach the existence of

one bank makes other banks inefficient.

� Lewin and Knox Lovell（１９９０）give general surveys on the two methodologies.

� Of course, there is anther aspect how efficient banks earn income to make a given level of expenses（output-

based method）．However, it is impossible to decide on which aspect banking activities are based. Therefore,

in this paper we expediently assume that banking activities are input-based. This assumption does not ex-

ert the decisive influence on the efficiency estimation of banks.

� Sherman and Gold（１９８５）and Ferrier and Lovell（１９９０）utilize this approach.

� Aly et al．（１９９０），Rangan et al．（１９９８）and Berger and Humphrey（１９９１）utilize this approach.

� English et al．（１９９３）use this approach.

� Charnes et al．（１９９０）also take the approach which reflects the profitability of banks. They utilize total op-

erating expense, total non-interest expense, provision for loan loss and actual loan losses as inputs, and to-

tal operating income, total interest income, total non-interest income, total net loans as outputs. The char-

acteristics of this approach consist in the inclusion of total net loans into outputs.

	 New accounting standards for Russian banks were enacted by the Regulation of the Central Bank of Rus-

sian Federation No．６１as of June１８，１９９７from the year１９９８．Therefore, the accounting standards in the

year１９９７are different from those of the years１９９８‐２０００．Whereas income from sale of assets, which has

nothing to do with banking activities, was included in the extraordinary profit of１９９７，it has been included

in the item“income from revaluation and operations of precious metals, securities and other assets”since

１９９８．However, judging from the detailed profit and loss statement of banks, that income is small in１９９８‐

２０００．Therefore, the influence to our analysis is limited.


 We classified these categories, referring to BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，Ono（１９９９）and Ono（２０００）．

� The shareholders of MMB were Sberbank（１０percent of issued shares），Vneshtorgbank（１０percent），and so

on. Since Sberbank and Vneshtorgbank were under the control of the Central Bank of Russia, MMB was in

fact under the control of the Central Bank of Russia. Therefore, we classified MMB to the first category.

However, we have to note that in１９９９Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank（Germany）became the largest

shareholder of MMB.

� Following BEA（１９９９），Chapter１６，p．２，we did not use the term“financial-industrial group”because there

are cases, in which the group is not registered as a financial-industrial group in accordance with the law, but

in fact forms the group.

 SBS-Agro was formed in December１９９６when Stolichnyi Bank Sberezhenii acquired a５０percent share of

Agroprombank, a former governmental bank.

� We have to note that the recalling of the banking license by the Central Bank of Russia does not mean bank-
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ruptcy of the bank. Article１１of the Law on Bankruptcy of Enterprises as of November１９，１９９２provides for

an arbitrage court to start a trial concerning the bankruptcy of a financial institution only after its banking

license is recalled by the Central Bank of Russia. Article３６of the Law on Bankruptcy of Financial Institu-

tions as of February２５，１９９９also provides the same thing.

� We acquired the BEA article through the Internet. Since the page number is different from the published

version, we started numbering the pages of the article from the top of each chapter.

� The total income is calculated as the summation of interest income, commissions received, income from for-

eign currency operations, income from revaluation and operations of precious metals, securities and other

assets, dividend received and other current income（penalties received, income from factoring and forfeiting

operations, and so on）. Furthermore, we regard the analysis as the complete survey. Therefore, any statis-

tical tests are not applied here.

� Items�，� and� could not be calculated in the year１９９７because of the old account standards.

� According to the Regulation of the Central Bank of Russia, it includes dealing income of securities, income

from revaluation of securities, income from realization of assets, income from operations of precious metals,

income from option, forward and futures contracts, and so on.

� Expense from revaluation and operations of precious metals, securities and other assets includes dealing ex-

pense of securities, expense from revaluation of securities, expense from realization of assets, expense from

operations of precious metals, expense from options, forward and futures contracts, and so on.

� This item is related to data in the year１９９７because of the account standard change. It includes commis-

sions received, and so on.

� This item is also related to data in the year１９９７．It includes expense from foreign currency operations, ex-

pense from security operations, communication expense, depreciation of fixed capital, commissions paid,

and so on.

� As mentioned above, expense from foreign currency operations is unclear from the profit and loss statement

in１９９７．

� When we discuss the situation of Imperial, we have to take the following circumstances into account. Impe-

rial’s license was recalled immediately after the Russian financial crisis in August１９９８by the Central Bank

of Russia, and it was acknowledged to be bankrupt by the Arbitrage Court of Moscow City in May１９９９．

However, the Central Bank of Russia suspended the order for license recall from June７，１９９９until October

７，１９９９．There is an opinion that after the inauguration of the new Fuel and Energy Minister, Lukoil, an oil

company, which was a shareholder of Imperial, asked the Fuel and Energy Minister to put pressure on the

Central Bank of Russia（Kommersant-daily, June８，１９９９，p．７）．On July２７，１９９９the Arbitrage Court decided

that the suspension of the order of license recall was illegal. Afterward, the Arbitrage Court suddenly de-

cided to quit examining the case concerning the acknowledgement of Imperial to be bankrupt on April

１７，２０００（Kommersant-daily, April１８，２０００, p．６）．

� Calculated on the basis of data in Kommersant den’gi, March３１，１９９９，pp．１１‐１４．The data regarding the

amount of liabilities to nonresidents in other years are not available.

� Prospect emissii tsennykh bumag: Vneshtorhbank, No．３，pp．２‐３．

� Ezhekvartal’nyi otchet po tsennym bumagam: Vneshtorgbank，２０００，４th quarter, p．３．

� For a detailed explanation of this approach see Cooper et al．（２０００）．
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